
ASAP Semiconductor Announces Expanded
Offerings on Integrated NSN, Featuring New
Parts by Leading Aerospace Brands

With increased aviation and electronic

offerings, as well as bolstered support

services, Integrated NSN rises as a

comprehensive purchasing platform.

ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, April 23, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- ASAP

Semiconductor, a reputable parts

distributor for aerospace, IT hardware,

and electronic parts, proudly

announces the expansion of offerings

on its website Integrated NSN. With a vast database of over 2 billion new, used, and obsolete

listings and many recent additions, Integrated NSN caters to the diverse needs of the aerospace

industry as a comprehensive platform for aviation and electronic parts.

We are dedicated to

providing a comprehensive

single-sourcing solution for

aviation and electronic

parts, supporting diverse

operations with the

extensive offerings on

Integrated NSN.”

Joe Faruqui

The selection currently featured on Integrated NSN

encompasses a wide range of components that are

necessary for many flight operations, offerings ranging

from bearings and ball valve assemblies to carburetor heat

controls and engine baffles. By stocking dependable BAC,

MS/MIL, and NAS part numbers, in addition to more

standardized items, Integrated NSN ensures that

customers with demanding requirements can find quality

product solutions that meet rigorous standards for

performance and reliability.

Recognizing the evolving demands of the industry with consistent growth across the globe, ASAP

Semiconductor strategically expands the offerings on Integrated NSN by identifying emerging

industry trends and leveraging market intelligence. This proactive approach ensures that the

platform serves as a comprehensive single-sourcing solution, helping customers reduce the time

and costs associated with procurement.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.integratednsn.com/nsn/part-category/
https://www.integratednsn.com/nsn/part-category/
https://www.integratednsn.com/aviation/nas-standard/


To facilitate easy navigation with over 2

billion product listings on the website,

Integrated NSN features curated

catalogs and product lists that organize

items by NSN, part type, Federal Supply

Class (FSC), and other various

designations and categories.

Additionally, a user-friendly search

engine has also been implemented on

the website, which allows customers to

quickly locate specific parts by

aerospace brands, CAGE Codes, or other included filters.

ASAP Semiconductor has further simplified procurement on Integrated NSN with an online

Request for Quote (RFQ) service that is accessible across the database. With this feature,

customers can submit RFQs directly through the purchasing platform and receive competitive

procurement options from staff that are tailored to their unique requirements. With a dedicated

support team, responses are prompt, ensuring a streamlined fulfillment experience.

Furthermore, with recent increases to support staff and services, customers can also reach out

by phone or email to receive various services that range from pricing requests to discussing lot

management for excess inventory. 

Even if a particular item of need is not listed on Integrated NSN, the team operates with a

commitment to finding immediate sourcing solutions that meet budgets and timelines or

suitable alternatives. Leveraging market intelligence and purchasing power, the team specializes

in tracking down long lead-time parts and obsolete items, often unearthing solutions when other

channels may fail. To meet urgent requirements, Integrated NSN also offers expedited shipping

and same-day delivery options in cases of time constraints, including for Aircraft on Ground

(AOG) situations. Customers can reach out to the support team at any time for assistance or to

discuss these specialized services.

Quality assurance is paramount at ASAP Semiconductor, with all items featured on Integrated

NSN being sourced from leading aviation manufacturers. In-house inspections, third-party

testing, and document verification processes are also regularly carried out to ensure the

authenticity and reliability of every purchase. With a NO CHINA SOURCING pledge, Integrated

NSN reaffirms its commitment to providing genuine parts accompanied by necessary

certifications and trace documentation. Once a purchase is made, the dedicated team also

ensures seamless logistics and shipment handling to minimize downtime for customers.

Through Integrated NSN and its other platforms, ASAP Semiconductor remains dedicated to

providing industry-leading customer service. If you are interested in learning more about

Integrated NSN and its range of offerings, feel free to visit https://www.integratednsn.com/

https://www.asapintegrateddistribution.com/aviation/manufacturer/
https://www.integratednsn.com/


today.

About Integrated NSN

As an ASAP Semiconductor purchasing platform, Integrated NSN serves as a premier source for

aviation and electronic components that find use in various operations across industries. With

over 2 billion parts ready for purchase and an online quote request service, customers can take

the first step of procurement for their needs at any time. Explore Integrated NSN today and

connect with staff at your leisure to see if the website is the right choice for your operational

needs.
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